
 

 
Create rapid scalable and profitable growth - with less reliance on you as the CEO 

  
 

Join Us at the Hands-Off CEO Castle! 
 
We’ve got a really fun mastermind retreat planned this 
year. Our biggest, baddest ever! With a fun surprise 
activity as well. Wants to stay in the Hands-Off CEO 
castle? 11 comfortable beds available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Hands-Off CEO Castle 
● Massive 5000 sq ft castle house with lots of 

room 
● Pool Table 
● Incredible outdoor space with fire pit, Basketball 

hoop, pizza oven, and Hot Tub. 
● A real life ‘Knight in Shining Armor  

(We’ll vote on the name.) 
 

Food, Activities, and Gratuity All 
Included 
● Healthy food and snacks are included for all 

meals. 
● Full gourmet kitchen, BBQ, and pizza oven so 

feel free to bring your own food if you like. 



 
● If you have a dietary need, just let us know and we’ll do our best to accommodate. 

● There will be a FUN activity on Sunday morning! 

Top 10 Reasons Why You Need to Be 
at the Next Hands-Off CEO Retreat 

 
1. Create more growth, with less reliance on you as the CEO.  

 
We’re excited to unveil a new tool to give you deeper clarity to know exactly what 
to focus on in each area of your business. Grow net income, and time freedom as 
you mobilize your team to implement your vision.  
 
 

2. Join a curated community of Hands-Off CEOs who support you in your next 
level growth.  
 
These are kind, generous power-house leaders who we’ve hand-picked. Forge 
deep connections to build each other up and  accomplish what you can’t on your 
own. This creates the support you need on your journey of increasing levels of 
success. You won’t know the value of this until you have it!  
 
 

3. Breakthrough hidden blindspots to your next level of success.  
 
The problem is that you can’t see them. Seeing other’s blindspots gives you 
access to your own. We will do specific exercises that “rewire your brain for 
success.” That help you see your upper limit, and sail past it. You will come back a 
more powerful CEO who is more effective, in less time.  
 

 
4. Massively expand your vision of what’s possible for your business – and your 

life.  
 
As humans we can create only what we can see. We will expand what you can 
see, so what’s now becomes possible is exponentially higher. One participant 
shared that this “changed my life!” He went home and doubled his monthly sales 
in under 4 months. In days, he broke a lifetime pattern stopping him from 
experiencing a richer more fulfilling life for himself and his family. 
 
 

5. Learn from other successful Hands-Off CEOs who have been where you are 
now.  
 
We build a collective by each sharing our strengths. We advance our skills and 
confidence, by owning what we know and sharing that knowledge with others. 



 
This is how a tribe works. We all have something to give. And we expand as 
leaders, by growing other leaders. 
 
 

6. Develop advanced coaching strategies to grow leaders on your team. 
 
You will get hands-on experience supporting your peers to remove obstacles to 
next level growth. You will walk away with skills to more powerfully lead your 
team and to train them on how to do the same.  
 
 

7. Confidently make better decisions, faster.  
 
The key to making better decisions is not more time. It’s more clarity, and 
decisiveness. Walk away a more decisive leader. 
 
 

8. Action plan for your next quantum leap.  
 
Get deeper, meaningful clarity as to your drivers that will create rapidly, 
sustainable growth. And walk away with a jump start on implementing it.  
 
 

9. Unplug from your business  
 
Did your last big breakthrough come when your head was tucked down in the 
“doing” of your business? I bet not. It was likely when you were away from your 
business. Like in the shower (sorry we won’t be replicating that at the retreat). 
And when you had time and space for that creativity. You NEED THIS TIME AWAY 
FROM YOUR BUSINESS! If you can’t get away, even more reason to come. 
 

10. HAVE FUN!!! 
 
Hands-Off Growth is about creating that ease and flow in your business. And this 
retreat will show you how to have fun while accomplishing more than you 
thought possible in a very short space of time. Sunday we will be having a very 
fun day too! You don’t want to miss it. 
 

 
Want to be at our next retreat? There are limited spaces. We are opening up 5 spots for 
folks not yet in our tribe.  
 
You must have a team, and have some things already established in place. It’s in Los 
Angeles which is easy to fly into. Lunch, snacks dinner, and activities are all included. 
There will be a fun surprise too! 
 
   



 
This for you if you… 
 

● Want to create rapid, sustainable growth in your consulting agency  
● Are coachable  
● Ready 100% show up for yourself and the tribe. 

 

Agenda 
● Arrive Thursday 10/24 - Come mingle at 7p or 

whenever you get in. Appetizers served. 
● Friday 10/25 - 9a Masterminding Fun 
● Saturday 10/26 - 9a Masterminding Fun 

● Sunday 10/27 - 9:30a Exciting surprise activity! 
Lunch 

 

 

Location: Los Angeles / Long Beach 

Inexpensive Flights into 2 Major Airports 

● Long Beach Airport (LGB) - 10 minutes 
(Jet Blue and Southwest Air fly into) 

● Los Angeles International (LAX) - 25 minutes  

 
To be considered as a guest participant at our retreat, please email 
mandi@handsoffceo.com 
 
1) Your goals for the next 12 months and specific income growth target.  
2) One way you are prepared to support the tribe. 

mailto:mandi@handsoffceo.com

